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Abstract
Over the last year, a group of us at MIT, Stanford, CMU, Google, and
VMware have been designing and implementing a new Operating
System (OS) stack for modern hyperscale datacenter environments.
This new stack leverages a set of multi-core, multi-node distributed
DBMSs near the bottom of the stack to manage a cluster of machines
on a public or private cloud. In this paper, we briefly review the
rationale for a new OS, present our resulting architecture, and
review our progress to date. The meat of our paper is a presentation
of the main lessons thus far from this project. Many of these have
to do with missing capabilities in multi-node DBMSs that form the
guts of our proposal. Finally, we present future research directions
in database-oriented operating systems.

1

Why a New OS?

Current OSs like Linux are based on the UNIX design from the
1970s. Back then, hardware resources consisted of a uniprocessor
with limited main memory and disk. In the intervening 40 years, resources under OS management have increased by five or six orders
of magnitude. The MIT Supercloud [5], for example, has approximately 10,000 cores and a hundred terabytes of main memory in
total. OS state (files, tasks, messages, etc.) has increased in size by
the same scale factor. Hence, today’s massive scale systems are very
different from what Linux was designed for.
Over the past year, we have worked on designing a new OS
stack for distributed environments called DBOS. We chose to base
our stack on DBMS technology as it is known to provide the scale,
performance, and reliability required in large-scale systems. For
example, increasing network speeds have made fast disaggregated
memory a reality [16, 29] as specialized machines host large memory pools used by multiple users and applications. Traditional OSes
offer little support for these pools of shared memory, but battletested relational DB semantics are a good way to expose them: the
DBMS engine can use the underlying hardware to achieve high
performance and scalability while offering a better and more intuitive programming model for users. Furthermore, monitoring
and debugging large distributed clusters with OSs like UNIX/Linux
is notoriously difficult; DBOS aims to simplify these operations
greatly using DBMS-based logging and provenance tracking.
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Using a DBMS offers many advantages on the software engineering side as well. Many system software experts have come to realize
that transactions and high availability are a good idea [11, 14, 30].
Such constructs come built into modern DBMSs. If a DBMS is
central to the OS stack, these features can be implemented once
and then used by everybody. More importantly, making a DBMS
central to the OS stack allows novel capabilities to be easily implemented. Our community has been building cloud systems and
implementing new features by layering software either below existing OSes (e.g., hypervisors [3, 10]) or above them (e.g., Borg and
Kubernetes [12]). These designs are hard to implement and maintain because developers need to take careful account of interactions
between various layers belonging to different stakeholders with
potentially conflicting goals. They also often introduce limitations
due to incompatibility. By contrast, our DBOS architecture is easy
to modify and new cross-stack features can readily be added. For
example, we will show how to implement object-level provenance
across all layers of the stack.
These issues have motivated us to build a new OS, whose design
we briefly summarize in the next section. We have oriented our
design toward cloud computing and our first goal is to support a
cluster of cloud machines. We discuss our motivation and vision in
more detail in [13] and [32].

2

The DBOS Stack

Figure 1 shows the DBOS stack pictorially. At the top level are
standard applications that run protected from the rest of the stack
as in current systems. One level down are OS utilities such as ls,
chdir, etc. that are currently supported by traditional code in C or
C++. In our proposal, these are almost entirely written as stored
procedures and user-defined functions, mostly in SQL. OS services
such as the file system, interprocess messaging, and scheduling
are similarly supported in SQL. At level 2 is a logically centralized,
physically distributed polystore system. The polystore system consists of high-performance DBMSs with characteristics suitable for
different use cases (e.g., OLTP and OLAP) that all implement SQL.
For example, DBOS stores frequently updated system state in a
high-performance distributed OLTP DBMS, while processes historical data in a columnar OLAP DBMS for faster analytical queries.
The polystore interface provides a universal common SQL interface
so that the complexity is transparent to upper levels. Finally, at level
1 is a microkernel with the minimal required facilities needed to run
the DBMS. Mostly, this is raw device support, interrupt handlers,
and basic communication between nodes.
DBOS centralizes system state and user data in a uniform data
model as database tables and executes all operations on state as
DBMS transactions, invoked from otherwise stateless processes.
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Figure 1: The DBOS stack.

While the idea of managing state in a DBMS has been applied
in specific contexts like file system metadata access [11, 27] and
cluster managers [33], we propose a new extreme. We believe that
all levels of the system stack, from high-level applications down to
core services like schedulers, file systems, and monitoring, should
manage their state centrally in a distributed transactional DBMS.
This proposal requires a drastic rethinking of how to build a
cloud operating system and the applications that run on top of it. A
developer must choose schemas, indexes, appropriate transaction
isolation levels, and partition keys for tables that store state and
implement DBMS stored procedures and SQL queries over these
tables for application workflows, analysis, and reporting.

3

Progress To Date

In the past year, we have written a first DBOS prototype entirely
in user-space code, running on the MIT Supercloud and in Google
Cloud, using VoltDB [9] as the OLTP DBMS in level 2 of our stack
(Figure 1). At level 3, our prototype includes a scheduler, a file
system, and a messaging system, all implemented in SQL. We have
also written a few Linux utilities at level 3, such as ls and ls -r (list
all files and folders in a directory recursively), to demonstrate their
performance on DBOS. Our VLDB paper [32] discusses preliminary
results from this prototype.
Recently, we have added a serverless environment to support endto-end applications at level 4, which is described in Section 4. We
have also implemented a provenance system that can capture usage
information from all layers of the DBOS prototype, also described
in Section 4. This required adding a data warehouse DBMS in level
2 of our stack, making DBOS a polystore system.

4

Lessons from the First Year

In this section, we present a collection of observations and lessons
from our experience so far. In general, we are very optimistic about
the potential and success of database-oriented operating systems.
4.1

Newer SQL DBMSs are fast enough for DBOS

Early on, we made the decision that absolutely everything goes
in the DBMS. There was grumbling that there must be things that
cannot be made fast enough or cannot be general enough. So far,
we have found no insurmountable obstacles. In part, this is because
fast manipulation of OS state is basically an OLTP problem. VoltDB
is ideally suited for this problem, as it is architected for very high
performance on short OLTP tasks. There was also grumbling that
VoltDB limitations (we present in following sections) would doom

select ID, NumTasks from Worker
where NumTasks < MaxCap limit 1;
if ID not None:
update Worker set NumTasks = NumTasks + 1
where ID = ID;
This stored procedure first queries the DBMS for a worker that
can run an additional task. If one is found, it increments NumTasks
for that worker. The scheduler executes the procedure on a randomly chosen partition, iterating until it succeeds. Our prototype
is synthetic: it schedules tasks but does not execute them, thus we
measure only the scheduling latency. It assumes that all tasks are
identical and that any worker can execute a fixed number of tasks
(its maximum capacity) simultaneously.
We conducted two experiments: 1) Measure the median and tail
scheduling latencies as we vary the system load, and 2) Measure
the maximum throughput with an increasing number of VoltDB
partitions. Our experiments used forty parallel schedulers on two
VoltDB servers and two client machines to generate load, all on MIT
Supercloud [5]. All clients and servers have 40-core dual-socket
Intel® Xeon® Gold 6248 2.5GHz CPUs, and Mellanox ConnectX-4
25Gbps NIC.
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the project. However, the feeling among the team is that competitive
performance demands something as fast as VoltDB, and we would
not trade its limitations for significantly poorer performance.
To demonstrate the performance of VoltDB, in Figure 2, we
present the latency and scalability of a FIFO scheduler implemented
as a stored procedure:
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Figure 2: Performance of the distributed FIFO scheduler.
We first measured how latency changes as we increase throughput with a fixed number of table partitions. As we show in Figure 2a,
with forty table partitions on two servers we can schedule as many
as one million tasks per second with sub-millisecond tail latency,
and as many as two million tasks per second with sub-millisecond
median latency. Therefore, our simple two-server system could saturate more than 200K cores with 100 ms tasks (a normal estimate
for serverless task durations [31]) without incurring a scheduling
overhead of more than 1%, easily outperforming most existing distributed schedulers (e.g., a Spark [37] cluster with tens of thousands
of nodes can only launch a thousand tasks per second).
We next measured how maximum throughput changes as we
increase the number of table partitions. As we show in Figure 2b,
throughput scales near-linearly with the number of parallel partitions. This indicates that we can support higher scheduling throughput by adding partitions and database servers to the system.
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4.2

Making everything a stored procedure works well

In VoltDB, conversational SQL is compiled into a “one-shot” stored
procedure and all recurring tasks are stored procedures. We have
decided to implement all of level 3 in DBOS as stored procedures.
This means that OS functionality such as file system and scheduling
operations are implemented as stored procedures, while user applications may be composed of many stored procedures. As described
in the next section, users can implement complex workflows by
declaring directed acyclic graphs of stored procedures in our SE.
For example, a shopping cart application can have different stored
procedures for placing the order, billing, and shipping in a manner
similar to a microservices environment. So far, we have not found
any show-stoppers to this approach. Stored procedures naturally
provide encapsulation and isolation. Making everything a stored
procedure dramatically simplifies DBOS, since VoltDB manages
the stored procedure library and executes all stored procedures
transactionally, simplifying task execution and failure recovery.
The only drawback of the stored-procedure-centric approach is
that application developers are constrained by the programming
model of the underlying DBMS. For example, VoltDB (and many
DBMSs) only supports stored procedures written in Java. Thus,
users currently need to implement the non-SQL components of
their applications in Java. This constraint makes it hard to use
popular frameworks and libraries better suited for other languages
such as Tensorflow and PyTorch. We do not view the programming
model as a fundamental limitation as we aspire to provide bindings
that will allow users to invoke non-Java code from the VoltDB JVM.
4.3

Our serverless environment is surprisingly fast

An important part of the future of cloud programming is clearly
serverless environments (SE) such as AWS Lambda [1] or OpenWhisk [2]. Using SE, one divides a computation into subtasks that
form an execution graph. These subtasks are executed when ready
and consume resources only for the duration of the subtask. In
DBOS, we have written our own SE, where subtasks are stored procedures in VoltDB. In other words, we leverage the DBMS wherever
possible, and we are committed to “eating our own dog food.” Our
SE can be faster than both Amazon Lambda and OpenWhisk on
data-centric tasks as we can co-locate compute and data, avoiding
unnecessary data movements.
The serverless model is a great match for DBOS’s characteristics
as it allows us to make the architectural decision to avoid sophisticated memory management. A subtask requests its maximum
memory requirement at its start, and the stored procedure is not
executed until sufficient real memory is available. When a stored
procedure finishes, all memory is released. This decision simplifies
memory management and task scheduling complexity. As expected,
the graph of subtasks for a specific computation is also stored in
the database.
4.4

SQL is highly advantageous when requirements change

We have changed the DBOS schema multiple times either because
of poor performance or because of new requirements. In every
case, recoding the SQL in stored procedures and changing the
stored tables was easy and quick. This should be contrasted with
traditional systems, where change is difficult, tedious, and errorprone. For instance, in DBOS, new data fields can be easily added
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by extending the table schema without updating myriads of data
structures and interfaces in the code. One of the unforeseen benefits
of DBOS is the programmer productivity of SQL in both system
evolution and initial system design. For example, as also discussed
in [33], making even a small change to the widely used Spark
or Kubernetes schedulers is a Herculean task due to ad-hoc data
structures and complex code. On the contrary, we were able to
implement least-loaded and locality-aware schedulers simply by
changing a couple of lines of SQL code [32], dramatically lowering
the barrier for policy exploration and experimentation.
4.5

Do everything just once

Modern distributed DBMSs support serializable transactions, replication, and failover to a backup when a failure occurs. Our design
puts all OS state into tables, so all OS facilities can use database
transaction and high availability features. As such transactions and
high availability can be implemented just once inside the DBMS
and then used by all OS services as well as user-level tasks. This
should be contrasted with current systems that must implement
and re-implement such features in various subsystems as needed,
often relying on ad-hoc solutions.
4.6

Work around the limitations of the DBMS

When we began the project, there was considerable discussion of
the limitations of VoltDB, our chosen OLTP DBMS, along with
suggestions that we abandon our “everything in the DBMS” mantra.
One issue was the lack of triggers in VoltDB. Since interprocess
communication entails the sender adding a row to a Message table
and the receiver reading and then deleting the row, our implementation suffers from the absence of triggers. However, even when
replacing triggers with receiver polling, IPC is still competitively
fast compared to widely used gRPC [32].
DBOS also suffers from some aspects of the VoltDB stored procedure (SP) model. In VoltDB, stored procedures are executed as a
single transaction within a single partition that runs to completion.
This means SPs are isolated from each other, and there is no concurrency, which may cause head-of-line blocking if an SP occupies
a partition for a long time.
In addition, it is effectively impossible for one stored procedure
to call another one as a subroutine because the outer SP will stall
the VoltDB partition which it is associated with while the inner SP
runs, presumably on another partition.
Moreover, there are no nested transactions in VoltDB, so appropriate transactional behavior of nested SPs is not supported.
As a result, one important programming tool (subroutines) is not
available to DBOS. However, while an SP cannot be invoked from
an SP, it is possible to invoke an SP that takes in the output of other
SPs as its input. Therefore, DBOS provides a programming model
where users submit graphs of subtasks and each subtask is executed on its parents’ outputs, an interface common in distributed
systems [17, 18, 26].
4.7

DBOS had to become a polystore

A few months ago we realized that storing all OS state in tables
would allow a powerful and sophisticated provenance system to be
constructed. All we needed was to capture all changes to system
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tables in a log (also a DB table) and then support SQL provenance
queries to the log table.
In theory, this is straightforward; however, a historical provenance database is gigantic and ill-suited to a main memory OLTP
DBMS such as VoltDB. Obviously, the requirements for high performance modification of system tables are very different than
supporting historical provenance queries. As a result, we added a
parallel data warehouse DBMS to level 2 (Figure 1) to support provenance tables. In our case, we chose to run Vertica [8], though other
parallel column stores could also be used. Hence, we needed to
capture all writes and optionally all reads in VoltDB and spool them
transactionally to Vertica. This makes DBOS a polystore system,
and our future improvements are discussed in Section 4.8.
Our preliminary experiments [20] show that capturing all object
level reads and writes and streaming them into Vertica does not
impact system performance until the transaction rate gets high
(greater than 50K transactions per second). Even at higher levels,
performance degradation is quite modest.
As noted in [20], we described a collection of 10 provenance
queries that capture many tasks that security analysts wish to do.
These are all readily coded in SQL and execute in small numbers of
seconds on very large provenance data tables.
Many of our desired provenance queries require transitive closure. One such query is to find all possible data leakage paths from
a given user to somebody else. However, transitive closure is not
supported in Vertica, so we had to code the iteration manually (e.g.,
set the recursion depth in Vertica). Our industrial partners indicate
that approximate transitive closure is usually good enough. For example, most data leakage paths are of length one (from perpetrator
directly to accomplice). The full transitive closure is not required
in most circumstances, and indefinite iteration can be avoided.
We plan to test whether a graph DBMS (e.g. Neo4J, RedisGraph)
would be beneficial in provenance queries. A similar exercise five
years ago yielded negative results, but hope springs eternal.
4.8

Better polystore support would be very helpful

DBOS needs an OLTP DBMS for storing OS state, a warehouse
DBMS for provenance, and spooling data between the two. Although VoltDB supports “change data capture”, that only deals with
writes, and a different mechanism is needed to capture reads. Also,
there are multiple mechanisms to do spooling (JDBC, bulk loader,
Kafka, ...). In general, implementing provenance has been a “heavy
lift” task. DBOS would appreciate much better polystore support in
commercial DBMSs.
As mentioned in [20], we envision a general polystore system in
a future DBOS system. In real production applications, users may
want to store their data in diverse types of data stores, and execute
provenance in different DBMSs. What we desire is automatic object
capture on reads and writes at various granularities (event, file,
block, record), configurable on a table-by-table basis, and crossDBMS logging and query optimizations.
Figure 3 demonstrates how a social network application could
potentially use such a polystore system. Both application data and
system state would be stored in DBOS. First, the online query path is
handled by the OLTP DBMS, while read/write provenance capture
happened asynchronously in the background, exporting user data
to an OLAP DBMS and social graph interactions to a graph DBMS.

Online Query

Provenance Query

Provenance Capture

Social Network App
”Post a reply to X’s friend Y,
then read others’ replies.”

” Which post was affected by
a compromised user Z? ”

DBOS Polystore Interface

OLAP DB

OLTP DB

Graph DB

Figure 3: A use case for a general polystore system.
Then, a monitoring system may issue a provenance query to find
potentially compromised posts, which is handled jointly by the
OLAP and graph DBMSs. Note that the DBOS polystore interface
would hide all the complexity from the user application.
4.9

Tuning a multi-core, multi-node DBMS is hard

Our team contains highly skilled programmers and substantial
DBMS expertise. Even so, we needed help from the vendor for
both VoltDB and Vertica to optimize performance in our environment. Both systems have a myriad of tuning knobs and exhibit
non-intuitive behavior, and we have spent many, many hours trying to improve performance and scalability. Moreover, sometimes
the issue was caused by machine configuration that was indirectly
connected to DBMSs, which makes tuning even harder. In Section 4.13 we have two examples for our tuning experience. As a
result, we are a huge fan of self-tuning efforts, such as [35, 38] to
make this activity easier.
4.10 DBOS would probably benefit from a different tradeoff
concerning multi-partition transactions
The VoltDB architecture makes single-partition transactions blindingly fast, but at the cost of slow multi-partition transactions. DBOS
benefits greatly from fast single-partition transactions, but may
sometimes require multi-partition transactions; for example, sending a message to multiple receivers or making a scheduling decision
based on the state of multiple partitions. We believe that if schemas
are designed carefully, 99-99.9% of DBOS transactions will be singlepartition, but the slowness of the remainder is problematic.
The most important issue with VoltDB multi-partition transactions is that they obtain a global DBMS lock blocking all partitions, not just those needed for the transaction. As a result, a
small percentage of multi-partition transactions can dramatically
reduce cluster performance; in one of our experiments 0.1% multipartition transactions decreased overall throughput by 50%. We
would happily accept a concurrency control scheme that reduced
single-partition performance by 10-20% but eliminated this global
lock. In our opinion, exploring the tradeoff between multi-partition
and single partition performance in distributed databases would be
a worthwhile research topic.
4.11

Multi-tenant support would be very, very helpful

Obviously, the world is moving toward cloud deployment. Guaranteeing security and isolation is essential in a multi-tenant cloud
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environment. Modern DBMSs have already provided some levels
of support for security and integrity constraints. For example, authentication to invoke a stored procedure is supported in VoltDB.
However, DBOS has issues that require even stronger multitenant support as we need to run untrusted SPs submitted by multiple users. For example, in VoltDB a stored procedure is linked into
the VoltDB runtime. As such, a malicious SP can potentially hack
into the execution engine, access its entire memory footprint, and
decode data records for which it may not be authorized. If SE users
share a single DBMS instance, then serious multi-tenancy support
will be required.
4.12

Auto-scaling would be very, very helpful

Although VoltDB supports elastic scaling to resize a cluster, it has
no capabilities to automatically adjust the size of a cluster as requirements change, and resizing may affect the performance of
ongoing transactions. In DBOS, we fully expect the resources devoted to our DBMSs to require automatic adjustment as the load
changes or the mix between provenance queries and operations
changes. Snowflake [36] has led the way with dynamic adjustment
of resources, and everybody is going to need such capabilities.
Furthermore, VoltDB partitions data by the partitioning column
value, which may cause hotspot issue if a few partition values are
more frequently visited. Since many real-world OLTP workloads are
skewed and highly variable [34], we expect the data (re-)partitioning
and placement to be handled automatically/dynamically by the
DBMS for better load balancing.
4.13

Scale matters

One lesson we learned early on is that testing DBOS at small scale
is very different from testing at large scale. Invariably, things that
work fine in the small fail for unforeseen reasons at scale. For
example, when we tested on a single machine, VoltDB can support
millions of transactions per second (TPS). However, we once noticed
that VoltDB stopped scaling above 200K TPS while being accessed
remotely in a cluster. This was caused by an underlying physical
machine configuration that restricted network processing to a single
core. Similarly, we had a Vertica scaling issue which was caused
by a single “planned concurrency” configuration parameter. The
benchmark had decent performance on a single node, but only
revealed the issue while testing at a large cluster. Hence, it is crucial
to design and test for scale.
Our experiments have so far assumed that the OLTP state of the
system and the applications fits in main memory. However, this
might not be the case for specific workloads, e.g., video analytics,
or at very large scale. Larger-than-memory working sets would
currently be handled by using traditional OS mechanisms such
as paging. In the future, we plan to handle this case ourselves
by spilling state pro-actively to disk and making more informed
decisions about which data to evict.

5

The Future of DBOS

In this section we present several research problems we are presently
working on.
5.1

Pervasive monitoring

Traditional systems software uses a piecemeal approach to logging
and monitoring where products like Splunk [7] and Prometheus [6]
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capture different information. In DBOS, however, object-level provenance automatically captures OS state, unifying the efforts of these
disparate systems and allowing DBOS to act as a single monitor
of OS state. We envision using machine learning (ML) to identify
undesirable OS states and to identify corrective actions. We expect
to have a complete system along these lines in 2022. The same underlying mechanisms will be used for application level monitoring.
5.2

Heterogeneous hardware support

Modern datacenters use heterogeneous hardware such as GPUs,
TPUs, FPGAs, as well as multiple types of memory and storage.
Currently, OSs and distributed platforms have limited, if any, support for such devices. Therefore, a computation has to specifically
invoke such hardware, after figuring out the availability and how
to move data in and out. DBOS can do better than that by exploiting the potential opportunity of hardware fungibility, i.e., leveraging heterogeneous hardware to run the same program based on
cost/performance trade-off [28] or data location. Since DBOS stores
all state in the DBMS, it can effectively make the optimal decision.
At the present time, all stored procedures execute on CPU hardware; however, this is not an architectural requirement. We envision multiple kinds of SPs, one per kind of specialized processor. Of
course, this would require substantial extensions to the SP model.
Specifically, code in languages other than Java would be required.
In addition, the SP would have to be decoupled from a VoltDB partition to avoid blocking the partition. More elegantly, VoltDB could
be made to understand partitions that were not associated with
stored data. We expect to figure out the best way to support SPs on
non-CPU devices.
5.3

Security

Guaranteeing security is essential in a multi-tenant cloud environment. Fortunately, modern DBMSs provide strong support for
security and integrity constraints, and are therefore a natural point
to enforce them. For example, authentication for the entire system
can be done at once using DBMS facilities. Different protection domains, such as file protection, can be implemented using database
views [15, 24]; each user or entity acts on a restricted view of the
state tables. A centralized extensible security system such as this
will hopefully be better at avoiding configuration errors and leaks
than the sprawl of configuration tools used today [21]. Moreover,
the abundance of structured monitoring data available in DBOS
will facilitate modern analytics-based security approaches [4].
As discussed in Section 4.11, DBOS also requires a strong security and isolation guarantee since it needs to run untrusted programs from multiple tenants. We are evaluating different sandboxing mechanisms to improve security of underlying DBMSs.
5.4

Self-adaptivity

“Everything in the DBMS” and “everything is a stored procedure”
unlock opportunities for DBOS to be self-adaptive. In particular,
our method makes integrating modern machine learning (ML)
and reinforcement learning (RL) techniques into a distributed system/application easier as the required data is likely available in the
DBMS along with built-in support for the necessary graph analytics
and machine learning algorithms. Learning parameters can be more
effective than using heuristic [22]; for example, DBMS knobs can be
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automatically tuned as workloads change [35, 38]. RL can even be
used to learn a system component in DBOS such as a scheduler [23],
index structures [19], or device placement policy [25].

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our progress on DBOS, a databaseoriented datacenter operating system. We presented the design of
DBOS, current progress, lessons learned from the past year, and
new research directions both for implementing systems software
on top of a DBMS and for improving DBMSs to better support
this systems software use case. We believe that database-oriented
designs like DBOS will make cloud applications and systems easier
to build, maintain, extend, and scale.
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